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We calculate the coincidence count probabilities when the photon pairs entangled in orbital angular momentum generated via spontaneous parametric downconversion are measured by using holograms with an m-fold
dislocation, considering the nonzero crystal length. We find that the coincidence probabilities related to azimuthal changes in hologram positions deviate significantly from a sinusoidal curve, which has often been assumed in simple analyses. It is found that the main cause of this effect is the high-dimensional entanglement
in Laguerre–Gaussian modes. We also find that the crystal length causes the hologram positions to change for
the maximum coincidence probabilities. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.4865, 270.5585, 270.5565.

1. INTRODUCTION
The quantum states of photons in Laguerre–Gaussian
(LG) modes have been attracting a great deal of attention
recently. The LG modes form an orthogonal basis set of
paraxial solutions to the wave equation and have screw
phase dislocations exp共il兲, where l is called the azimuthal mode index. In addition to a spin angular momentum (polarization), photons in LG modes carry an orbital
angular momentum of lប [1]. However, there is a significant difference between these two physical properties. In
principle, an N ⫻ N Hilbert space with arbitrary large N
can be created from a single photon in the superposition
of N different LG modes [2–4], which is much larger than
the 2 ⫻ 2 Hilbert space obtainable with polarization. Such
quantum states, called quNits, can be used to improve
quantum information protocols [5–7]. Furthermore, it is
also interesting to study the nature of entanglement in
larger Hilbert spaces by using single photons in LG
modes. In this context, quantum entanglement in LG
modes produced by spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) has been studied experimentally [8–11]. Recently, states entangled both in polarization and in LG
modes [12] and the control of entangled states in LG
modes by using a geometrical phase (Gouy phase) [13]
have been demonstrated.
In these experiments, holograms with a onefold dislocation have been used as LG mode converters. To detect a
superposition of two different azimuthal modes, the optical axis of the incident light beam is shifted from the dislocation of the holograms. For the analysis of these experiments, the simple assumption that the measurement
states are a superposition of only two azimuthal modes,
i.e., l = 0 and l = + 1, has often been used. However, it has
0740-3224/09/040797-8/$15.00

been pointed out that the measurement modes in such experiments must be considered a superposition of three or
more azimuthal components of LG modes [14]. In this
case, the effect of high-dimensional entanglement in LG
modes of photon pairs [15–17] is not negligible.
In previous work, Padgett and co-workers reported a
method for calculating the coincidence count probabilities
of photon pairs generated by SPDC measured by using
holograms with an m-fold dislocation [18,19]. Assuming
that the crystal length is negligibly thin, they numerically
calculated the coincidence rates when the hologram position is shifted from the center of the optical mode in the
radial direction and found that the positions of zeros and
the maximum coincidence probabilities strongly depend
on the amount of the shift. However, the effect of highdimensional entanglement on the coincidence probabilities remained unclear, although Padgett and co-workers
inferred that their result may be useful for quantitative
analysis of entanglement.
In the present paper, we further explore the coincidence count probabilities of photon pairs generated by
SPDC measured by using holograms with an m-fold dislocation. The differences from the previous analysis [19]
are that the nonzero crystal length is considered and the
coincidence probabilities are studied while changing the
hologram positions two dimensionally (in the radial direction and azimuthal direction). Note that for a weakly focused pump beam, the crystal length, or the interaction
length in the crystal, has a significant effect on the highdimensional entanglement of photons generated via
SPDC [16,20]. Consequently, we have found that when
the hologram positions are changing azimuthally the coincidence probabilities deviate from a sinusoidal curve
© 2009 Optical Society of America
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[21–23], which has often been used in simple analyses
that assume that photons are in the superposition of only
two azimuthal modes. When the order of dislocation m is
larger, the deviations become more significant. Since the
measurement modes contain a larger number of LG
modes for larger m, we conclude that the main cause of
the deviation is the high-dimensional entanglement in LG
modes. We also find that the crystal length affects the
hologram-position dependence of the coincidence count
rates, resulting in the shift of the hologram positions for
the maximum coincidence probabilities. This result is also
important because the positions of zeros and the maximum coincidence probabilities may be used for quantitative analysis of entanglement [19].
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we explain the theory for the coincidence count probabilities of photon pairs generated by SPDC measured by using holograms with an m-fold dislocation, while taking
the effect of nonzero crystal length into account. In Section 3, we discuss in detail the calculated coincidence
probabilities while changing the hologram positions two
dimensionally. In Section 4, we present a summary and
some concluding remarks.
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than the pair emission rate, and the coincidence circuit
counts the events when the electronic signals are received
from both of the photon detectors simultaneously. Since
the multiple-pair emission is negligible, the photon detectors can be bucket detectors [24] or photon-number discriminating detectors [25,26].
We also assume that the signal light and idler light are
monochromatic, and we consider the situation in which
the paraxial approximation with the propagation direction z can be used. These conditions can be realized by using narrowband-pass filters (centered at 2P, where P is
the wavelength of the pump light) in the signal and idler
paths, and small collection apertures. We also assume
that the transverse size of the crystal is sufficiently larger
than the waist size of the pump beam in the crystal. Under these conditions, we can assume that 兩kS,I,P兩 Ⰷ 兩qS,I,P兩,
and 兩kS兩 ⬇ 兩kI兩 ⬇ 兩kP兩 / 2, where kS,I,P is a wave vector and
qS,I,P is its transverse component for the S (signal), I
(idler), and P (pump) modes. In the proposed scheme, the
pump light having a Gaussian profile is focused by a lens
LP, and the beam waist is positioned in a nonlinear crystal with the beam radius of wP. Here we assume that the
pump is weakly focused; i.e., the Rayleigh range of the focused pump beam is larger than the crystal length
[13,27,28].

2. COINCIDENCE COUNT PROBABILITY
A. Model of Experimental Equipment and Assumptions
The experimental scheme for the measurement of quantum entanglement in spatial modes is shown in Fig. 1.
The two-photon states are generated by SPDC in a nonlinear crystal and measured by two photon detectors
while the positions of the two holograms (Hs and HI) are
changed; the holograms are used to convert measurement
modes from a Gaussian mode in the single-mode fibers before the photodetectors to a superposition of LG modes.
Here, we assume that the pump beam used to generate
photon pairs is a monochromatic continuous wave (CW)
and that the events where multiple pairs are created
within the coherence time of the emitted photons are completely negligible. These assumptions are valid for typical
experiments using a CW pump and a conventional bulk
crystal, where a typical pair emission rate is 106 pairs/ s
and the coherence time of the emitted photons are about
10−12 s with a narrowband (nanometer) filter. The photon
detectors create electronic signals when they detect single
photons with a response rate that is sufficiently greater

B. Two-Photon State Generated by Parametric
Downconversion
The two-photon state in terms of the transverse component of the wave vector can be written as
兩⌿典q =

冕冕

dqSdqI⌽̃共qS,qI兲aI†共qS兲aS† 共qI兲兩0,0典,

共1兲

†
共qS,I兲 are creation operators for the idler and
where aS,I
signal modes with the transverse component of wave vector qS,I, 兩0 , 0典 is the vacuum state, and the mode function
⌽̃共qS , qI兲 is written as follows [29,30]:

冉

⌽̃共qS,qI兲 = Nq exp

− wP2 兩qS + qI兩2
4

冊 冉
sinc

L
4kP

冊

兩qS − qI兩2 ,
共2兲

where Nq is normalization constant, L is the crystal
length, and kP is the magnitude of the wave vector of the
pump light [31]. The sinc term of the mode function originates from the phase matching condition in the longitudinal direction. In some analyses using an approximation
such that the crystal length L is small, the sinc function is
regarded as constant [15,18,19]. Here, we use a Gaussian
approximation for the sinc function to simplify the integral calculus, and we rewrite the mode function of the
two-photon state as follows [32–34]:

冉

⌽̃共qS,qI兲 = Nq⬘ exp

− wP2 兩qS + qI兩2
4

冊 冉
exp

− b2兩qS − qI兩2
4

冊

,

共3兲
Fig. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup for measurement of
quantum entanglement in spatial modes. The inset shows the
scheme of the hologram 共m = 1兲 as viewed from the BBO crystal.

where Nq⬘ is a normalization constant, and we chose

b = 1.42冑L / 共4kP兲, which reproduces the width of the sinc
function well [35].
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The mode function in Fourier space ⌽̃共qS , qI兲 can be
converted to that in position representation by inverse
Fourier transformation:
⌽共rS,rI兲 =

冕冕

dqSdqI⌽̃共qS,qI兲exp共iqS · rS兲exp共iqI · rI兲

共4兲
where rS,I represents the position in the transverse plane
and Nr is a normalization constant.
Using Eq. (4), the two-photon state of Eq. (3) is written
in position representation as follows:

冕冕

drSdrI⌽共rS,rI兲aI†共rS兲aS† 共rI兲兩0,0典,

共5兲

†
共rS,I兲 are creation operators for the idler and
where aS,I
signal modes at the transverse position rS,I, and 兩0 , 0典 is
the vacuum state.

C. Measurement Modes
We now turn to the calculation of the measurement modes
in the idler and signal paths, which are determined by
backpropagation. Since we use single-mode fibers before
the photon detector, only the photons in Gaussian mode
are counted. Thus, the Gaussian mode backpropagated
through the lenses and holograms to the BBO crystal can
basically be considered the measurement mode. For simplification of the notation, we define index j, which denotes the idler 共j = I兲 and signal 共j = S兲 paths. The backpropagated Gaussian mode from the single-mode fiber is
focused by Lj2, and the beam waist is positioned at the
plane of the hologram Hj with beam radius w0. In our
setup, the +1st-order (−1st-order) diffraction beam is used
in the idler (signal) path. When the position of Hj’s dislocations are 共dj , j兲, as shown in Fig. 1, the converted mode
at the plane of the holograms is written as follows:
Um共j, j兲 = exp关i ⫻ sgn共j兲 ⫻ m ⫻ arg共j cos j
− dj cos j, j sin j − dj sin j兲兴
⫻exp共−

j2/w02兲,

冑

冕

exp关i ⫻ sgn共j兲 ⫻ m ⫻ arg共j cos j

+ dj cos j, j sin j + dj sin j兲兴

= Nr exp共− 兩共rS + rI兲/2兩2/wP2 兲exp共− 兩共rS − rI兲/2兩2/b2兲,

兩⌿典r =

兩jm共dj, j兲典 ⬀

2 1

 w0
共6兲

where 共j , j兲 denotes the cylindrical coordinates, sgn共j兲
represents +1 (−1) for j = I共S兲, the function arg共x , y兲 gives
the argument of the complex number x + iy, and 共j cos j
− dj cos j , j sin j − dj sin j兲 denotes the transverse position from the phase singularity in the plane of the holograms in rectangular coordinates.
The diffracted mode to which the singularity has been
added is focused by Lj1, so that the beam waist is positioned at the plane of the BBO crystal. Here, we regard
the backpropagated state at the BBO crystal as the measurement state. From Eq. (6), we obtain the measurement
state 兩jm共dj , j兲典 at the plane of the BBO crystal, noting
the inverted image 共j → j + 兲, inverted by the action of
the focusing lens:

799

冑

2 1

 w0

⫻exp共− j2/w02兲aj†共rj兲兩0典drj ,

共7兲

where 共j cos j + dj cos j , j sin j + dj sin j兲 denotes the
transverse position from the phase singularity in the
plane of the BBO crystal in rectangular coordinates.
D. Coincidence Count Probability
From Eqs. (5) and (7), the coincidence count probability as
a function of HI and HS’s dislocation positions
共dI , I , dS , S兲 is given by
Pm共dI, I,dS, S兲 = 兩具Im共dI, I兲兩具Sm共dS, S兲兩⌿典r兩2
⬀

冏冕冕

drSdrI⌽共rS,rI兲exp共− S2 /w02兲

⫻exp共− I2/w02兲exp兵− i ⫻ m
⫻ 关arg共I cos I + dI cos I, I sin I
+ dI sin I兲兴其exp兵i ⫻ m ⫻ 关arg共S cos S
+ dS cos S, S sin S + dI sin I兲兴其

冏

2

. 共8兲

This coincidence probability includes the effects of all
higher-order components of the spatial mode. In our
scheme, the function of the coincidence probability
Pm共dI , I , dS , S兲 is characterized by only four parameters:
the order of dislocation m, the beam radii of the pump
light and measurement mode (wP and w0), and the crystal
length L.
E. Coincidence Probability in Terms of
Laguerre–Gaussian Modes
Next, to investigate which component of the LG modes
contributes to the coincidence count probability Pm, we
expand the photon states in Eq. (8), using LG modes.
A photon in the LGpl mode carries an orbital angular
momentum of lប [1]. The normalized LG mode at its beam
waist is given in cylindrical coordinates by

LGpl共w; , 兲 =

冑

2p!

1

共兩l兩 + p兲! w

冉

⫻exp −

2
w2

冉 冊 冉 冊
冊
冑2
w

+ il ,

兩l兩

Lp兩l兩

22
w2

共9兲

where the other mode index p is a label that is related to
the number of radial nodes, the mode index l is the order
of the phase dislocation, w is the beam radius at the beam
waist, 共 , 兲 denote the cylindrical coordinates, and Lp兩l兩共兲
are general Laguerre polynomials.
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Equation (8) can be expanded by using an orthogonal
set of 兵兩pl共w兲典其 by inserting I = 兺pj,lj兩pjlj共w兲典具pjlj共w兲兩, as follows:
Pm共dI, I,dS, S兲 =

兩具Im共dI, I兲兩具Sm共dS, S兲兩⌿典r兩2

冏兺
⬁

=

⬁

兺

具pIlI共w兲兩

lI,lS=−⬁ pI,pS=0

⫻具pSlS共w兲兩⌿典r具pIlI共w兲兩Im共dI, I兲典*
⫻具pSlS共w兲兩Sm共dS, S兲典*

冏

2

共10兲

.

A photon state in the LGpl mode can be written as [36]
兩pl共w兲典 =

冕

drLGpl共w;r兲a†共r兲兩0典,

共11兲

where r = 共 , 兲, 兩0典 is the vacuum state, and a†共r兲 is the
creation operator of a single photon at position r.
Each component in Eq. (10) is written as follows. Since
the mode function is assumed as Eq. (4), the amplitude of
the two-photon state has a selection rule of azimuthal
modes: 具pSlS共兲兩具pIlI共兲 兩 ⌿典r = 0 for lS + lI ⫽ 0. Based on
these results, the first component in Eq. (10) is written as
follows:
具pIlI共w兲兩具pSlS共w兲兩⌿典r = ␦−lSlICpSlS,pIlI ,

共12兲

where CpSlS,pIlS is amplitude of a state 兩pIlI共w兲典兩pSlS共w兲典.
Noting that arg共j cos j + dj cos j , j sin j + dj sin j兲
= j + arg关j cos共j − j兲 + dj , j sin共j − j兲兴
and
that
LGpl共w ;  , 兲 = exp共il兲LGpl共w ;  ,  − 兲, we obtain
具pjlj共w兲兩jm共dj, j兲典 = exp兵共i ⫻ sgn共j兲 ⫻ m ⫻ j兲其
⫻exp共− iljj兲␣pm,j
共dj兲,
jlj

共13兲

where ␣pm,j,l 共dj兲 = 具pjlj共w兲 兩 jm共dj , 0兲典.
j j
From Eqs. (12) and (13), the coincidence count probability, Eq. (10), can be rewritten as follows:

冏兺
⬁

Pm =

exp兵il共I − S兲其Rlm共dS,dI兲

l=−⬁

冏

2

,

共14兲

where Rlm is written as follows:
⬁

Rlm共dS,dI兲 =

兺

pS,pI=0

*
*
␣pm,S
共dS兲␣pm,I
共dI兲CpS−l,pIl .
S−l
Il

共15兲

Note that Rlm does not depend on the chosen set 兵兩pl共w兲典其
with any w.
Equation (14) shows that Pm is a function of only the
difference of azimuthal positions 共I − S兲 when radial positions 共rS , rI兲 are fixed. This conclusion is natural when
we consider the symmetry of the LG modes in the azimuthal direction.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
A. Two-Dimensional Maps of Coincidence Count
Probability
Using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1, 2D maps of
coincidence count probabilities can be measured by scanning the position of HS two dimensionally (the azimuthal
position S and the radial position dS) for a given position
of HI. Note that during the entire scan the hologram remains within a single plane and the orientation of the hologram pattern is kept constant.
Figure 2 shows the 2D maps of coincidence count probabilities, which we numerically calculated by using Eq.
(8). Since the probability depends only on the difference of
azimuthal positions 共I − S兲 when radial positions 共dS , dI兲
are fixed (see Subsection 2.E), the 2D maps are calculated
for a fixed I共=0兲. The amount of hologram shift is normalized by the beam radius of the backpropagated mode 共w0兲,
which is now assumed to be sufficiently smaller than the
transverse size of the crystal. For the following analysis,
we chose the parameters to be wP / w0 = 2 and b / w0
= 0.102. In an actual experimental setup, these parameters correspond to wP = 170 m, w0 = 85 m, and L
= 3 mm with P = 351 nm [13,37].
First, we consider the case of m = 1. When dI = 0 [Fig.
1(a)], the peak exists in the origin. The reason is as follows. The measurement mode in the idler path consists of
only the azmithal component lI = 1, because the dislocation of the hologram exists in the optical axis 共dI = 0兲. Owing to the nature of the quantum entanglement explained
in Eq. (12), the projected mode in the signal path consists
of only the azimuthal mode lS = −1. In this case, the conversion efficiency from the projected mode to the detection
mode 共LG00兲 by the hologram is maximum when the dislocation of the hologram is set in the optical axis 共dS = 0兲.
This is the reason that the peak appears at the origin
when dI = 0.
When 共dI , I兲 = 共0.5, 0兲 , 共1.0, 0兲 , 共1.5, 0兲 [Figs. 1(b)–1(d)],
the positions of hologram dislocation giving the maximum
coincidence
count
probability
are
共dS , S兲
= 共0.5, 0兲 , 共1.1, 0兲 , 共1.6, 0兲, respectively. These results suggest that the coincidence count probability is maximum
when dS is almost dI. This phenomenon is explained intuitively as follows. Similar to the case of dI = 0, the singularity position 共dI , 0兲 of the measurement mode in the
idler path is effectively projected onto the idler path because of the entanglement. The conversion efficiency of
the projected mode to LG00 is maximum when the hologram dislocation is positioned at the singularity of the
projected mode. Thus, the coincidence becomes maximum
when dS is almost dI. A detailed discussion of this issue
will be presented in Subsection 3.C.
The coincidence probabilities for the cases of m = 2 , 3
are shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(l). It is interesting to see that
for all of these cases, the coincidence count probability is
maximum when dS is almost dI. This phenomenon is common for the case of m = 1. However, the distribution of coincidence probabilities changes significantly as m increases. That is, the areas of low coincidence
probabilities, indicated by the blue regions, spread more
widely when m increases. For example, when the disloca-
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Fig. 2. 2D maps of the coincidence count probabilities Pm共dI , I , dS , S兲 when the position of HS is scanned for four different positions of
HI and for three different dislocation orders. The columns show maps for 共dI / w0 , I兲 = 共0 , 0兲 , 共0.5, 0兲 , 共1.0, 0兲 , 共1.5, 0兲, and the rows show
maps for m = 1 , 2 , 3. Parameters are wP / w0 = 2 and b / w0 = 0.102. The coincidence probabilities are normalized by the coincidence probability for m = 0 in each 2D map.

tion position is 共dI , I兲 = 共1.0, 0兲, the low-coincidenceprobability area is localized around 共dS , S兲 = 共0.2, 兲 for
m = 1 [Fig. 2(c)]. However, the low-coincidence-probability
area spreads when m = 2 [Fig. 2(g)], and for m = 3 [Fig.
2(k)] most of the region with xS ⬅ dS cos S ⬍ 0 is occupied
by the low-coincidence-probability region. In the next subsection, we will discuss how these changes influence the
experiments in which the phases of the measurement
states are controlled by scanning the hologram azimuthally.
B. One-Dimensional Scan in Azimuthal Direction
To change the relative phases between the measurement
basis, the method of scanning the azimuthal position of
the hologram dislocation S,I while fixing dS,I has been
used in a number of experiments [8–14,38]. In the experiments in which holograms with a onefold dislocation are
used, the measurement modes have often been assumed
to have only two basis states. Under this simple assumption, the coincidence probability as a function of  becomes a sinusoidal curve, shown as a solid curve in Fig. 3.
The coincidence probabilities as a function of  for the
hologram with m = 1 are plotted as red squares in Fig. 3.
For this plot, the distance of the dislocation to the optical
axis is set to d = 0.53 so that the coincidence probability
reaches zero at its minimum. The plotted squares deviate
from the sinusoidal curve. This simulation result cannot
be explained by a simple model that assumes just two
states (modes); the effect of excess modes, or highdimensional entanglement, has a nonnegligible contribution.

Similar plots for m = 2 and m = 3 are also shown in Fig.
3. The results show that the deviation from the sinusoidal
curve becomes significant as m increases [39]. In the following, we consider the cause of this deviation.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of the azimuthal
modes in measurement modes for m = 1 , 2 , 3. The mode
weights are calculated as the summation of p from 0 to
30
m,I 2
30, i.e., 兺p=0
兩␣pl
兩 .
Figure 4 shows that when an m-pronged hologram displaced from the center of the optical axis is used, the detection basis state is not in the superposition of just two
modes (like l = 0 and l = 1 for m = 1), as is assumed in the

Fig. 3. (Color online) Coincidence fringes when the azimuthal
position of HS is scanned, calculated by using Eq. (8) for m
= 1 , 2 , 3 with parameters wP / w0 = 2, b / w0 = 0.102. The fixed radial
positions dS,I / w0 are 0.53 共m = 1兲, 0.35 共m = 2兲, and 0.26 共m = 3兲.
The coincidence probability is normalized by the maximum probability in each fringe.
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(Color online) Mode distributions in measurement modes in the idler path for m = 1 , 2 , 3 with dI / w0 = 0.53, 0.35, 0.26.

simple analysis, but in the superposition of many modes:
not only l = 0 and l = 1 but also the excess modes (l
= 2 , 3 , 4, and more).
For m = 1, the portion of the azimuthal modes l = 0 and
l = 1 to all the modes is 89.3%. In other words, the portion
of excess modes is 10.7%. It should also be noted that
there are also two dominant azimuthal modes for m = 2
and m = 3: The portion of the azimuthal modes l = 1 and l
= 2 to all the modes is 75.3% for m = 2, and that of l = 2 and
l = 3 is 68.7% for m = 3. However, as m increases to m = 2
and m = 3, the portions of excess modes increase to 24.7%
and 31.3%, respectively.
As is discussed below in Subsection 3.C, the emitted
photons are in the superposition of many modes from l =
−⬁ to l = ⬁. When the mode distribution of the emitted
photons is fixed, the deviation from the simple model
(sinusoidal curve) should depend on the contribution of
the excess modes in the measurement basis state: when
the contribution of the excess modes is larger, the deviation is supposed to be larger. As we have seen, the contribution of excess modes in the measurement basis state is
larger for larger m. Thus, the deviation is expected to be
larger for larger m. In fact, our numerical result in Fig. 3
meets this expectation.
In summary, the deviation from the sinusoidal curve
observed in Fig. 3 is due to the excess modes in the measurement basis states (Fig. 4).
C. One-Dimensional Scan in the Radial Direction
Padgett and co-workers suggested [18,19] that quantitative analysis of orbital angular momentum may be possible from the maximum–minimum positions of coincidence counts. They have numerically analyzed the change
of the position of the maximum–minimum coincidence
probabilities under the condition where the crystal length
is negligibly small (thin-crystal limit). In actual experiments, however, crystals with finite length are used, and
such finite crystal length may change the mode distribution of the generated entangled state [16] and thus may
affect the coincidence count distributions. Here, we investigate in more detail the values and the positions of
maximum–minimum coincidence probabilities, based on
our present numerical results (Fig. 2) in which the effect
of crystal length is taken into account.
The coincidence count probabilities along the x axis 共y
= 0兲 in Figs. 2(a)–2(d), which are coincidence probabilities
for the hologram with m = 1, are shown in Fig. 5(a). Note
that the calculations take the crystal length (L = 3 mm for

P = 351 nm) into account. For comparison, the same coincidence probabilities for a very thin crystal are shown in
Fig. 5(b). Calculations for m = 2 are shown in Fig. 5(c)
based on the 2D data shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(h), which is
for the finite crystal length (L = 3 mm for P = 351 nm),
and Fig. 5(d), which is for the case where the crystal
length is negligibly small. Note that the plotted data
shown in Fig. 5(d) are basically the same as the data
shown in Fig. 4(a) in [19].
First, as we discussed in Subsection 3.A, the maximumcoincidence position changes in accordance with the
amount of hologram shift in the idler path. However,
there are some differences between the cases for finite
and zero crystal lengths. The maximum coincidence probability intensities are not uniform for a finite crystal
length for different radial positions dI of hologram I [Fig.
5(a)]; the value of the maximum coincidence probability
decreases as the hologram dislocation in the idler path
approaches the origin. On the other hand, the maximum
coincidence probabilities are the same for different dI at
the thin-crystal limit [Fig. 5(b)]. This phenomenon becomes more remarkable for m = 2 [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. The
maximum coincidence probabilities are the same for all
values of dI when the crystal length is neglected [Fig.
5(d)], while they are not uniform for finite crystal length
in Fig. 5(c); the value of the maximum coincidence probability decreases as the hologram dislocation in the idler
path approaches the origin, and this tendency becomes
more remarkable for m = 2. More surprisingly, the coincidence count probability is maximum when dS is slightly
larger than a given dI [Fig. 5(a)]. Note that for the thincrystal limit the probability is maximum when dS is exactly the same as the given dI [Fig. 5(b)].
We think that the change in the maximum coincidence
probability originates from the change of mode distributions for different crystal lengths. As discussed in [16], the
mode distribution is given by a Lorentzian-like function
with a peak at l = 0 (Fig. 1 of [16]) for a finite crystal
length. The distribution becomes uniform when the crystal length tends to 0. Thus, for the limit of thin crystal,
the probability amplitude of the state 兩lS = 0典兩lI = 0典 is the
same as that of 兩lS = −1典兩lI = 1典. But for a finite crystal
length, the probability amplitude of 兩lS = 0典兩lI = 0典 is larger
than that of 兩lS = −1典兩lI = 1典. This unbalanced amplitude
distribution results in the smaller maximum coincidence
probability for dI = 0, which is proportional to the square
of the probability amplitude of 兩lS = −1典兩lI = 1典 component,
compared with that for dI = 1.5, which is given by roughly
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Fig. 5. (Color online) (a), (c) Coincidence probabilities when the radial position of HS is scanned as calculated by using Eq. (8) for m
= 1 and m = 2 with parameters I = S = 0, wP / w0 = 2, and b / w0 = 0.102. (b), (d) Coincidence probabilities under the assumption that the
crystal length L is zero when the radial position of HS is scanned for m = 1 and m = 2 with parameters I = S = 0, wP / w0 = 2

the square of the probability amplitude of the 兩lS = 0典兩lI
= 0典 component. The change in the maximum coincidence
probability becomes more remarkable for m = 2. This is because the amplitude of 兩lS = −2典兩lI = 2典 is even smaller than
that of 兩lS = −1典兩lI = 1典 [Fig. 1 of [13]], and thus the maximum coincidence probability for dI = 0 for m = 2 becomes
smaller than that for m = 1.
This unbalance in the probability amplitudes is also
why dS, which gives the maximum coincidence probability for a given dI, is larger than dI [40].
These phenomena should be noted when the
maximum–minimum positions of coincidence counts obtained while scanning the hologram positions are used for
the quantitative analysis of orbital angular momentum or
in the adjustment of the experimental setup in order to
observe entanglement in LG modes by using SPDC.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have analyzed the coincidence count
probabilities when the photon pairs entangled in angular
momentum are measured by using holograms with an
m-fold dislocation, considering the nonzero crystal length.
We calculated the coincidence probabilities for the cases
when the mode-conversion hologram is scanned two dimensionally (the 2D maps). First, we have found that although the positions of maximum–minimum coincidence
probabilities are almost the same for different values of
m, the distribution of coincidence probabilities, especially
the area of low coincidence probabilities, strongly depends
on m. Second, we find that the coincidence probabilities
related to azimuthal changes in hologram positions deviate significantly from the sinusoidal curve often assumed

in simple analyses. Third, we have found that the crystal
length causes the hologram positions to change for the
maximum coincidence probabilities, which is due to the
change of mode distributions of the generated photon
pairs for different crystal lengths. Most of these results
originate from the high-dimensional quantum entanglement of the photon pairs generated via the parametric
downconversion. An experimental confirmation of our numerical results would be useful to understand the highdimensional entanglement quantitatively, which is currently explored by using multiphoton states alternatively
[41].
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